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Abstract. In this paper, we have presented new ideas of soft mappings from a soft
topological space into another are called soft i-open, soft inter-open and soft ii-open
mappings,(soft i-continuous, soft inter-continuous and soft ii-continuous mappings),
(soft topological i-homeomorphisms, soft topological inter-homeomorphisms and soft
topological ii-homeomorphisms. The relations among these concepts and some different
concepts of soft mappings as soft open, soft semi-open and soft α-open mappings (sep-
arately, soft continuous, soft semi-continuous and soft α-continuous mappings), (sep-
arately, soft topological homeomorphisms, soft topological semi-homeomorphisms and
soft topological α-homeomorphisms) are examined by utilizing evidences and guides to
clarify and explain it.
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1. Introduction

The concepts of semi-open sets, α-open sets were presented in 1963, 1965 (see
[17], [22]). Askandar [4] had presented the concept of i-open sets in standard
topological spaces. In 2019 (see [19]) the ideas of inter-open, ii-open sets have
been presented by Mohammed A.A. and Abdullah B.S. the idea of soft sets
and its properties has been presented by Molodtsov and numerous different
specialists in 1999, 2003, 2009, 2011, 2014 and 2015 (see [20], [18], [3], [26],
[24], [10]). Chen [9] and Kannan [15] introduced the concept of soft semi-open
sets and soft α-open sets individually in soft topological spaces. In 2008, Fing
[11] defined soft semi-rings to establish the connection between soft sets and
semi-rings.
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In 2009, Shabir and Ali [25] studied soft ideals over semi-groups. In 2011,
Shabir and Naz [26] initiated the study of soft topological spaces. Many other
studies of soft topological spaces have also been studied by many researchers (see
[27], [6], [28], [21], [8] and [14]. In 2013, (see [7]) different soft point concepts
from the studies in [27], [6], [28], [21], [8] and [14] were introduced. In 2014,
Ozturk and Bayramov [23] have used the concepts of soft point in the study [7].

In this work, soft point concepts in the study [28] have been used.

All through this paper(X, τ,E) and (Y, ρ,H), and continuously indicate soft
topological spaces STS and fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) is a soft mapping from
(X, τ,E) into (Y, ρ,H) and u : X → Y , P : E → H , are mappings. We
indicates by(SS) to the soft set, int(K,E) and Cl(K,E) denotes soft interior
and soft closure of sS(K,E) individually. The individuals from τ are called soft
open sets (SOS) of XS , what’s more, its supplements are called soft closed sets
(SCS) of XE . ϕEandXEdenote soft null and soft absolute sets individually.

In the fragment 1, we give known fundamental thoughts and aftereffects of
the hypothesis of soft sets and soft topological spaces. Additionally, we give
basic meanings of soft inter-open; soft i-open and soft ii-open sets (see [5]).In
the segment 2, we characterize new ideas of soft open mappings as soft i-open,
soft inter-open and soft ii-open mappings and explore its properties. In the
third and fourth segment, soft i-continuous, soft inter-continuous and soft ii-
continuous mappings, soft topological i-homeomorphisms, soft topological inter-
homeomorphisms and soft topological ii-homeomorphismsare characterized and
numerous significant outcomes are determined.

Definition 1.1. A SS is named a soft point (sP) in XE designated by eK if
∃x ∈ X and ∃e ∈ E, K(e) ̸= ϕ, K(ec = ϕ∀ec ∈ E− e. Ek is said to have a place
the soft set (G,E), eK∈̃(G,E),if ∀e ∈ E, eK ⊆ G(e), the arrangement of each
single soft point of X meant by SP(X) ([28]).

Proposition 1.1 ([26]). Let (K,A), (L,A)∈̃SS(XA), then:

i) ((K,A)∪̃(L,A))c = (K,A)c∪̃(L,A)c

ii) ((K,A)∩̃(L,A))c = (K,A)c∩̃(L,A)c

Theorem 1.1 ([14]). (K,E) be a soft set in (X, τ,E), then:

i) Int(K,E)c = (Cl(K,E)c

ii) Cl(K,E)c = (Int(K,E)c

iii) Int(K,E) = (Cl(K,E)c)c

Proposition 1.2 ([2],[12]). Let (F,A), (F1, A)∈̃SS(XE) and (G,B), (G1, B)∈̃
SS(YB) at that point the following proclamations are valid:

i) If (F,A)⊆̃(F1, A), then fpu(F,A)⊆̃fpu(F1, A)
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ii) (G,B)⊆̃(G1, B), then f−1
pu (G,B)⊆̃f−1

pu (G1, B)

iii) (F,A)⊆̃f−1
pu (fpu(F,A))

iv) fpu(f
−1
pu (G,B))⊆̃(G,B)

v) f−1
pu ((G,B)c)⊆̃(f−1

pu (G,B))c

vi) fpu((F,A)∪̃(F1, A)) = fpu(F,A)∪̃fpu(F1, A)

vii) fpu((F,A)∩̃(F1, A))⊆̃fpu(F,A)∩̃fpu(F1, A)

viii) f−1
pu ((G,B)∪̃(G1, B)) = f−1

pu (G,B)∪̃f−1
pu (G1, B)

ix) f−1
pu ((G,B)∩̃(G1, B)) = f−1

pu (G,B)∩̃f−1
pu (G1, B)

Definition 1.2. Let (F,E) be a soft set (SS) in (X, τ,E), then (F,E) considers:

i) Soft Inter-open set(SIntOS if there exists a SOS(O,E) ̸= ϕ,X wherein
Int(F,E) = (O,E) ([5]).

ii) Soft i-open set (SIOS) if there exists a SOS(O,E) ̸= ϕ,X wherein (F,E)⊆̃
Cl((F,E)∩̃(O,E)) (see [5]).

iii) Soft ii-open set (SIIOS) if there exists a SOS(O,E) ̸= ϕ,X wherein:

a) (F,E)⊆̃Cl((F,E)∩̃(O,E))

b) Int(F,E) = (O,E). As it were an SS(F,E) is named SIIOS if it is

SIntOS and SIOS together (see [5]).

iv) Soft semi-open set SSOS if:

a) (F,E)⊆̃Cl(Int(F,E)).

b) If there exists a SOS(O,E) ̸= ϕ,X wherein (O,E)⊆̃(F,E)⊆̃Cl(O,E)
(see [9]).

v) Soft α-open set(SαOS , if (F,E)⊆̃Int(Cl(Int(F,E))) (see [15]).

The complement of SIIOS (resp., SIntOS ,S IOS ,S SOS and SαOS) is
called soft ii-closed (SIICS) (resp., soft int-closed (SIntCS),
soft i-closed(SICS), soft semi-closed (SSCS) and soft α -closed (SαCS)).
The intersection of all SIICS (resp., SIntCS ,S ICS ,S SCS and SαCS) over
X containing (F,E) is called the soft ii-closure (resp., soft int-closure, soft
i-closure, soft semi-closure and soft α-closure) of (F,E) and designated
by IICl(F,E) (resp., INTCl(F,E), ICl(F,E), SCl(F,E) and αCl(F,E).
The union of all SIIOS (resp., SIntOS ,S IOS ,S SOS and SαOS) over X
contained in (F,E) is named a soft II-interior (resp., soft INT-interior, soft
I-interior, soft Semi-interior and soft α-interior) of a soft set (F,E) and de-
noted by IIInt(F,E) (resp., INTInt(F,E), IInt(F,E), SInt(F,E) and
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αInt(F,E). The collection of all SOS (resp., SIIOS , SIntOS , SIOS , SSOS

and SαOS , SCS , SIICS ,SIntCS , SICS ,SSCS and SαCS) in (X, τ,E) are
denoted by (SOS(XE) (resp., SIntOS(XE) , SSIntOS(XE), SIOS(XE),

SSOS(XE), SαOS(XE), SCS(XE), SIICS(XE), SIntCS(XE), SICS(XE),

SSCS(XE) and SαCS(XE).

Definition 1.3. An sS(G,E) in STS(X, τ,E) is named a soft ii-neighborhood
of an SP , F (E) if there exists a SIIOS(G1, E) wherein F (e)∈̃(G1, E)⊆̃(G1, E)
. An sS(G,E) in a STS(X, τ,E) , is named a soft ii-neighborhood of an

sS(F,E) if there exists a SIIOS(G1, E) wherein (F,E)⊆̃(G1, E)⊆̃(G1, E) . The
ii-neighborhood system of a sPF (e) designated by IINτ (F (e))is the group of
all its ii-neighborhoods.

Definition 1.4. Consider fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH),u : X → Y , p : E →
H, be mappings. Let eF ∈ SP (X). Then fpu is a soft ii-pu-continuous at
eF if for each (G,H)∈̃Nρ(fpu(eF )) ,there exists (G1, E)∈̃IINτ (eF ) wherein ,
fpu(G1, E)⊆̃(G,H), fpu is a soft ii-pu-continuous on X if it is a soft ii-pu-
continuous at each soft point in X.

2. Soft ii-open mappings

Definition 2.1. Consider a mappings fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH),u : X → Y ,
p : E → H. Then a mapping fpu is named:

i) Soft open (SOm) if fpu(F,E)∈̃SOS(YH), for each (F,E)∈̃SOS(XE) ([28]).

ii) Soft closed (SCm) if fpu(F,E)∈̃SCS(YH), for each (F,E)∈̃SCS(XE) ([28]).

iii) Soft semi-open (SSOm) if fpu(F,E)∈̃SSOS(YH), for each
(F,E)∈̃SSOS(XE) ([16]).

iv) Soft semi-closed (SSCm) if fpu(F,E)∈̃SSCS(YH), for each
(F,E)∈̃SSCS(XE) ([16]).

v) Soft α-open (SαOm) if fpu(F,E)∈̃SαOS(YH), for each (F,E)∈̃SOS(XE)
([16]).

vi) Soft α-closed (SαCm) if fpu(F,E)∈̃SαCS(YH), for each (F,E)∈̃SCS(XE)
([16]).

vii) Soft i-open (SIOm) if fpu(F,E)∈̃SIOS(YH), for each (F,E)∈̃SOS(XE).

viii) Soft i-closed (SICm) if fpu(F,E)∈̃SICS(YH), for each (F,E)∈̃SCS(XE).

ix) Soft inter-open (SIntOm) if fpu(F,E)∈̃SIntOS(YH), for each
(F,E)∈̃SOS(XE).

x) Soft inter-closed (SIntCm) if fpu(F,E)∈̃SIntCS(YH), for each
(F,E)∈̃SCS(XE).
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xi) Soft ii-open (SIIOm) if fpu(F,E)∈̃SIIOS(YH), for each (F,E)∈̃SOS(XE).

xii) Soft ii-closed (SIICm) if fpu(F,E)∈̃SIICS(YH), for each (F,E)∈̃SCS(XE).

Theorem 2.1. Each SOm is a SIOm .

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a SOm. Let (G,E)
be an SOS in (X, τ,E), we have fpu(G,E) is a SOS in (Y, ρ,H) (by assume).
Since each SOS is a SIOS ([5], Theorem 3.2) we have fpu(G,E) is a SIOS in
(Y, ρ,H). Hence fpu is a SIOm.

Example 2.1. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H), (G2,H)} are STS

over X and Y respectively, where (F1, E) = {(l, {1, 3}), (w, {1, 3})}, (G1,H) =
{(l′, {4}), (w′, {4})}, (G2,H) = {(l′, {2, 4}), (w′, {2, 4})}. Presently characterize
the mapping fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E → H are
characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) = w′, u(1) = 4, u(3) = 6, u(5) = 2. SI −
OS(YH = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H), (G2,H), {(l′, 2), (w′, 2)}, {(l′, {4, 6}), (w′, {4, 6})}}).
Apparently, fpu isn’t a SOm since (F1, E) is SOS in (X, τ,E) but fpu(F1, E) =
{(l′, {4, 6}), (w′, {4, 6})} isn’t SOS in (Y, ρ,H).Hence fpu is a SIOm.

Theorem 2.2. Each SSOm is SIOm

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a SSOm. Let
(G,E) be an SOS in (X, τ,E), we have fpu(G,E) is a SSOS in (Y, ρ,H) (by
assume). Since each SSOS is a SIOS ([5], Theorem3.5), we have fpu(G,E) is a

SIOS in (Y, ρ,H). Hence fpu is a SIOm.

Example 2.2. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H)} , where (F1, E) =
{(l, {1, 3}), (w, {1, 3})}, (G1,H) = {(l′, {2, 4}), (w′, {2, 4})}. Presently charac-
terize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E → H are
characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) = w′, u(1) = 2, u(3) = 6, u(5) = 4.Essentially as
in the example referenced previously, fpu is not a SSOm since (F1, E) is SOS

in (X, τ,E) but fpu(F1, E) = {(l′, {2, 6}), (w′, {2, 6})} isn’t SSOS in (Y, ρ,H).
Hence, fpu is a SIOm.

Theorem 2.3. Any SαOm is SSOm

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a SαOm. Let
(G,E) be an SOS in (X, τ,E), we have fpu(G,E) is a SαOS in (Y, ρ,H) (by
assume). Since each SαOS is a SSOS ([5], Theorem 3.7), we have fpu(G,E) is
a SSOS in (Y, ρ,H). Hence fpu is a SSOm (see [16]).

Example 2.3. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H), (G2,H), (G3,H)}

, where (F1, E) = {(l, {1, 3}), (w, {1, 3})}, (G1,H) = {(l′, {2}), (w′, {2})},
(G2,H) = {(l′, {4}), (w′, {4})}, (G3,H) = {(l′, {2, 4}), (w′, {2, 4})}. Presently
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characterize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p :
E → H are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) = w′, u(1) = 2, u(3) = 6, u(5) = 4.
Obviously, fpu is not a SαOm since (F1, E) is SOS in (X, τ,E) but fpu(F1, E) =
{(l′, {2, 6}), (w′, {2, 6})} isn’t SαOS in (Y, ρ,H). Hence fpu is a SSOm.

Corollary 2.1. Each SαOm is SIOm

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a SαOm. We have
fpu is an SSOm. Hence fpu is a SIOm.

Example 2.4. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H)}, where (F1, E) =
{(l, {1, 3}), (w, {1, 3})}, (G1,H) = {(l′, {2, 4}), (w′, {2, 4})}. Presently charac-
terize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E → H
are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) = w′, u(1) = 2, u(3) = 6, u(5) = 4. Ob-
viously, fpu is not a SαOm since (F1, E) is SOS in (X, τ,E) but fpu(F1, E) =
{(l′, {2, 6}), (w′, {2, 6})} isn’t SαOS in (Y, ρ,H). Hence fpu is a SIOm.

Theorem 2.4. Any SIIOm is SIOm, also it is a SIntOm

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a SIIOm . Let
(G,E) be an SOS in (X, τ,E), we have fpu(G,E) is a SIIOS in (Y, ρ,H) (by
assume). Since each SIIOS is a SIOS and SIntOS ([5], Definition 3.1(3) and
Remark 3.19), we have fpu(G,E) is a SIOS and SIntOS in (Y, ρ,H). Hence fpu
is a SIOm, also it is a SIntOm.

Example 2.5. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H), (G2,H)}, where
(F1, E) = {(l, {1, 5}), (w, {1, 5})}, (G1,H) = {(l′, {2}), (w′, {2})} and (G2,H) =
{(l′, {2, 6}), (w′, {2, 6})}. Presently characterize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) →
SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E → H are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) =
w′, u(1) = 4, u(3) = 2, u(5) = 6. Obviously, fpu is not a SIIOm since (F1, E)
is SOS in (X, τ,E) but fpu(F1, E) = {(l′, {4, 6}), (w′, {4, 6})} isn’t SIIOS in
(Y, ρ,H). Hence fpu is a SIOm.

Example 2.6. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H), (G2,H)}, where
(F1, E) = {(l, {3, 5}), (w, {3, 5})}, (G1,H) = {(l′, {2}), (w′, {2})} and (G2,H) =
{(l′, {4, 6}), (w′, {4, 6})}. Presently characterize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) →
SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E → H are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) =
w′, u(1) = 4, u(3) = 2, u(5) = 6. Obviously, fpu is not a SIIOm since (F1, E)
is SOS in (X, τ,E), but fpu(F1, E) = {(l′, {2, 6}), (w′, {2, 6})} isn’t SIIOS in
(Y, ρ,H). Hence fpu is a SIntOm.

Theorem 2.5. Each SSOm is SIIOm.
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Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a SSOm . Let
(G,E) be an SOS in (X, τ,E), we have fpu(G,E) is a SSOS in (Y, ρ,H) (by
assume). Since each SSOS is a SIIOS ([5], Theorem 3.11), we have fpu(G,E)
is a SIIOS in (Y, ρ,H). Hence fpu is a SIIOm.

Theorem 2.6. Any SOm is SIIOm.

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a SOm . Let (G,E)
be an SOS in (X, τ,E), we have fpu(G,E) is a SOS in (Y, ρ,H) (by assume).
Since each SOS is a SIIOS ([5], Theorem 3.12), we have fpu(G,E) is a SIIOS

in (Y, ρ,H). Hence fpu is a SIIOm.

Example 2.7. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H), (G2,H)}, where
(F1, E) = {(l, {1, 5}), (w, {1, 5})}, (G1,H) = {(l′, {4}), (w′, {4})} and (G2,H) =
{(l′, {4, 6}), (w′, {4, 6})}. Presently characterize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) →
SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E → H are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) =
w′, u(1) = 2, u(3) = 6, u(5) = 4. Obviously, fpu is not a SOm since (F1, E)
is SOS in (X, τ,E), but fpu(F1, E) = {(l′, {2, 4}), (w′, {2, 4})} isn’t SOS in
(Y, ρ,H). Hence fpu is a SIIOm.

Theorem 2.7. Each SαOm is SIIOm.

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a SαOm. Let
(G,E) be an SOS in (X, τ,E), we have fpu(G,E) is a SαOS in (Y, ρ,H) (by
assume). Since each SαOS is a SIIOS ([5], Theorem 3.15), we have fpu(G,E)
is a SIIOS in (Y, ρ,H). Hence fpu is a SIIOm.

Example 2.8. Let X = {1, 3, 5, 7}, Y = {2, 4, 6, 8}, E = {l, w} and H =
{l′, w′}.

Obviously τ={ϕE , XE , (F1, E)} and ρ={ϕH , YH , (G1,H), (G2,H), (G3,H)},
where (F1, E) = {(l, {3, 5, 7}), (w, {3, 5, 7})}, (G1,H) = {(l′, {2}), (w′, {2})} and
(G2,H) = {(l′, {6, 8}), (w′, {6, 8})}, (G3,H) = {(l′, {2, 6, 8}), (w′, {2, 6, 8})}.

Presently characterize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) where u :
X → Y , p : E → H are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) = w′, u(1) = 4, u(3) =
2, u(5) = 6 and u(7) = 8. Obviously, fpu is not a SαOm since (F1, E) is SOS in
(X, τ,E), but fpu(F1, E) = {(l′, {4, 6, 8}), (w′, {4, 6, 8})} isn’t SαOS in (Y, ρ,H).
Hence fpu is a SIIOm.

Corollary 2.2. Any SαOm is a SIntOm.

Proof. Clear.

Example 2.9. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H), (G2,H)}, where
(F1, E) = {(l, {1, 5}), (w, {1, 5})}, (G1,H) = {(l′, {2}), (w′, {2})} and (G2,H) =
{(l′, {4, 6}), (w′, {4, 6})}. Presently characterize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) →
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SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E → H are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) =
w′, u(1) = 2, u(3) = 6, u(5) = 4. Obviously, fpu is not a SαOm since (F1, E)
is SOS in (X, τ,E), but fpu(F1, E) = {(l′, {2, 4}), (w′, {2, 4})} isn’t SαOS in
(Y, ρ,H). Hence fpu is a SIntOm.

3. Soft ii-continuous mappings

Definition 3.1. Consider a mappings fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH), u : X → Y ,
p : E → H. Then a mapping fpu is called:

i) Soft continuous (SCONm) if f−1
pu (G,H)∈̃SOS(XE), ∀(G,H)∈̃SOS(YH)

(see [28]).

ii) Soft α- continuous (SαCONm) if
f−1
pu (G,H)∈̃SαOS(XE), ∀(G,H)∈̃SOS(YH) (see [16]).

iii) Soft semi-continuous (SSCONm) if
f−1
pu (G,H)∈̃SSOS(XE), ∀(G,H)∈̃SOS(YH) (see [16]).

iv) Soft i-continuous (SICONm) if f−1
pu (G,H)∈̃SIOS(XE), ∀(G,H)∈̃SOS(YH).

v) Soft inter-continuous (SINTCONm) if
f−1
pu (G,H)∈̃SIntOS(XE), ∀(G,H)∈̃SOS(YH).

vi) Soft ii-continuous (SIICONm) if
f−1
pu (G,H)∈̃SIIOS(XE), ∀(G,H)∈̃SOS(YH).

Theorem 3.1. Each SCONm is SICONm

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a SCONm. Let
(G,H) be an SOS in (Y, ρ,H), we have f−1

pu (G,H) is a SOS in (X, τ,E) (by
assume). Since each SOS is a SIOS ([5], Theorem 3.2), we have f−1

pu (G,H) is a

SIOS in (X, τ,E). Hence fpu is a SICONm.

Example 3.1. Let X = {1, 3, 5, 7}, Y = {2, 4}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E), (F2, E), (F3, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H),
(G2,H)}, are STS over X and Y individually where (F1, E) = {(l, {3}), (w, {3})},
(F2, E) = {(l, {5, 7}), (w, {5, 7})}, (F3, E) = {(l, {3, 5, 7}), (w, {3, 5, 7})}, (G1,H)
= {(l′, {2}), (w′, {2})} and (G2,H) = {(l′, {4}), (w′, {4})}. Presently character-
ize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E → H are
characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) = w′, u(1) = 2, u(5) = 2, u(7) = 2, u(3) = 4.

SIOS(XE) = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E), (F2, E), (F3, E), {(l, {1, 5, 7}), (w, {1, 5, 7})}.
Plainly, fpu is not a SCONm since (G1,H) is SOS in (Y, ρ,H), but

f−1
pu (G1,H) = {(l, u−1(G1(p(l)))), (w, u

−1(G1(p(w))))}= {(l, u−1(G1(p(l
′)))),

(w, u−1(G1(p(w
′))))} = {(l, u−1({2})), (w, u−1({2}))}={(l, {1, 5, 7}),

(w, {1, 5, 7})}, which isn’t a SOS in (X, τ,E). Be that as it may fpu is a

SICONm.
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Theorem 3.2. Each SSCONm is SICONm

Proof. Consider fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a SSCONm. Let (G,H) be
an SOS in (Y, ρ,H), we have f−1

pu (G,H) is a SSOS in (X, τ,E) (by consider).
Since each SSOS is a SIOS ([5], Theorem 3.5), we have f−1

pu (G,H) is a SIOS in
(X, τ,E). Hence fpu is a SICONm.

Example 3.2. Let X = {1, 3, 5, 7}, Y = {2, 4}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H)}, where (F1, E) =
{(l, {5, 7}), (w, {5, 7})}, and (G1,H) = {(l′, {4}), (w′, {4})}.

Presently characterize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) where u :
X → Y , p : E → H are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) = w′, u(1) =
2, u(3) = 2, u(7) = 2, u(5) = 4. Plainly, fpu is not a SSCONm since (G1,H) is

SOS in (Y, ρ,H), but f−1
pu (G1,H) = {(l, u−1(G1(p(l)))), (w, u

−1(G1(p(w))))} =
{(l, u−1(G1(p(l

′)))), (w, u−1(G1(p(w
′))))} = {(l, u−1({4})), (w, u−1({4}))} =

{(l, {5}), (w, {5})}, which isn’t a SSOS in (X, τ,E). Hence fpu is a SICONm.

Theorem 3.3. Any SαCONm is SICONm

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a SαCONm. Let
(G,H) be an SOS in (Y, ρ,H), we have f−1

pu (G,H) is a SαOS in (X, τ,E) (by
assume). Since each SαOS is a SIOS ([5], Corollary 3.9), we have f−1

pu (G,H) is
a SIOS in (X, τ,E). Hence fpu is a SICONm.

In Example 3.2, we have fpu isn’t a SαCONm since (G1,H) is a SOS in
(Y, ρ,H), but f−1

pu (G1,H) = {(l, u−1(G1(p(l)))), (w, u
−1(G1(p(w))))}

= {(l, u−1(G1(p(l
′)))), (w, u−1(G1(p(w

′))))} = {(l, u−1({4})), (w, u−1({4}))} =
{(l, {5}), (w, {5})},which isn’t a SαOS in (X, τ,E).But fpu is a SICONm.

Theorem 3.4. Each SαCONm is SSCONm.

Proof. Consider fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a SαCONm . Let (G,H) be
an SOS in (Y, ρ,H), we have f−1

pu (G,H) is a SαOS in (X, τ,E) (by consider).
Since each SαOS is a SSOS ([5], Theorem 3.7), we have f−1

pu (G,H) is a SSOS

in (X, τ,E). Hence fpu is a SSCONm (see [16]).

Example 3.3. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E), (F2, E), (F3, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H)},
where (F1, E) = {(l, {1}), (w, {1})},(F2, E) = {(l, {3}), (w, {3})}, (F3, E) =
{(l, {1, 3}), (w, {1, 3})} and (G1,H) = {(l′, {2, 4}), (w′, {2, 4})}. Presently char-
acterize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E → H
are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) = w′, u(1) = 2, u(3) = 6, u(5) = 4.

Obviously, fpu is not a SαCONm since (G1,H) is SOS in (Y, ρ,H), but
f−1
pu (G1,H) = {(l, u−1(G1(p(l)))), (w, u

−1(G1(p(w))))} = {(l, u−1(G1(p(l
′)))),

(w, u−1(G1(p(w
′))))} = {(l, u−1({2, 4})), (w, u−1({2, 4}))} = {(l, {1, 5}),

(w, {1, 5})},which isn’t a SαOS in (X, τ,E).Hence fpu is a SSCONm.
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Theorem 3.5. Each SIICONm is SICONm and a SINTCONm

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a SIICONm .
Let (G,H) be an SOS in (Y, ρ,H), we have f−1

pu (G,H) is a SIIOS in (X, τ,E)
(by assume). Since each SIIOS is a SIOS and a SIntOS ([5], Definition 3.1(1,
2 and 3)” and ”Remark 3.19), we have f−1

pu (G,H) is a SIOS and a SIntOS in
(X, τ,E). Hence fpu is a SICONm and a SINTCONm.

Example 3.4. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E), (F2, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H)}, where
(F1, E) = {(l, {1}), (w, {1})},(F2, E) = {(l, {1, 5}), (w, {1, 5})} and (G1,H) =
{(l′, {2, 6}), (w′, {2, 6})}. Presently characterize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) →
SS(YH), where u : X → Y , p : E → H are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) =
w′, u(1) = 4, u(3) = 2, u(5) = 6.

Obviously, fpu is not a SIICONm since (G1,H) is SOS in (Y, ρ,H), but
f−1
pu (G1,H) = {(l, u−1(G1(p(l)))), (w, u

−1(G1(p(w))))} = {(l, u−1(G1(p(l
′)))),

(w, u−1(G1(p(w
′))))} = {(l, u−1({2, 6})), (w, u−1({2, 6}))} = {(l, {3, 5}),

(w, {3, 5})}, which isn’t a SIIOS in (X, τ,E). Hence fpu is a SICONm.

Example 3.5. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E), (F2, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H)}, where
(F1, E) = {(l, {1}), (w, {1})},(F2, E) = {(l, {3, 5}), (w, {3, 5})} and (G1,H) =
{(l′, {4, 6}), (w′, {4, 6})}. Presently characterize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) →
SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E → H are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) =
w′, u(1) = 4, u(3) = 2, u(5) = 6.

Obviously, fpu is not a SIICONm since (G1,H) is SOS in (Y, ρ,H), but
f−1
pu (G1,H) = {(l, u−1(G1(p(l)))), (w, u

−1(G1(p(w))))} = {(l, u−1(G1(p(l
′)))),

(w, u−1(G1(p(w
′))))} = {(l, u−1({4, 6})), (w, u−1({4, 6}))} = {(l, {1, 5}),

(w, {1, 5})}, which isn’t a SIIOS in (X, τ,E). Hence fpu is a SINTCONm.

Theorem 3.6. Any SSCONm is SIICONm.

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a SSCONm . Let
(G,H) be an SOS in (Y, ρ,H), we have f−1

pu (G,H) is a SSOS in (X, τ,E) (by
assume). Since each SSOS is a SIIOS ([5], Theorem 3.11), we have f−1

pu (G,H)
is a SIIOS in (X, τ,E). Hence fpu is a SIICONm.

Theorem 3.7. Any SCONm is SIICONm.

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a SCONm . Let
(G,H) be an SOS in (Y, ρ,H), we have f−1

pu (G,H) is a SOS in (X, τ,E) (by
assume). Since each SOS is a SIIOS ([5], Theorem 3.12), we have f−1

pu (G,H) is
a SIIOS in (X, τ,E). Hence fpu is a SIICONm.

Example 3.6. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E), (F2, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H)}, where
(F1, E) = {(l, {3}), (w, {3})},(F2, E) = {(l, {3, 5}), (w, {3, 5})} and (G1,H) =
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{(l′, {2, 6}), (w′, {2, 6})}. Presently characterize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) →
SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E → H are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) =
w′, u(1) = 2, u(3) = 6, u(5) = 4. Obviously, fpu is not a SCONm since (G1,H) is

SOS in (Y, ρ,H), but f−1
pu (G1,H) = {(l, u−1(G1(p(l)))), (w, u

−1(G1(p(w))))} =
{(l, u−1(G1(p(l

′)))), (w, u−1(G1(p(w
′))))} = {(l, u−1({2, 6})), (w, u−1({2, 6}))} =

{(l, {1, 3}), (w, {1, 3})},which isn’t a SOS in (X, τ,E).Hence fpu is a SIICONm.

Theorem 3.8. Any SαCONm is SIICONm.

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a SαCONm . Let
(G,H) be an SOS in (Y, ρ,H), we have f−1

pu (G,H) is a SαOS in (X, τ,E) (by
assume). Since each SαOS is a SIIOS ([5], Theorem 3.15), we have f−1

pu (G,H)
is a SIIOS in (X, τ,E). Hence fpu is a SIICONm.

Example 3.7. Let X = {1, 3, 5, 7}, Y = {2, 4, 6, 8}, E = {l, w} and H =
{l′, w′}.

Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E), (F2, E), (F3, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H)},
where (F1, E) = {(l, {1}), (w, {1})},(F2, E) = {(l, {5, 7}), (w, {5, 7})}, (F3, E) =
{(l, {1, 5, 7}), (w, {1, 5, 7})} and (G1,H)={(l′, {2, 6, 8}), (w′, {2, 6, 8})}. Presently
characterize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E →
H are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) = w′, u(1) = 4, u(3) = 2, u(5) = 6, u(7) =
8. Obviously, fpu is not a SαCONm since (G1,H) is SOS in (Y, ρ,H), but
f−1
pu (G1,H) = {(l, u−1(G1(p(l)))), (w, u

−1(G1(p(w))))} = {(l, u−1(G1(p(l
′)))),

(w, u−1(G1(p(w
′))))} = {(l, u−1({2, 6, 8})), (w, u−1({2, 6, 8}))} = {(l, {3, 5, 7}),

(w, {3, 5, 7})}, which isn’t a SαOS in (X, τ,E). Hence fpu is a SIICONm.

Theorem 3.9. Any SαCONm is SINTCONm.

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a SαCONm. Let
(G,H) be an SOS in (Y, ρ,H), we have f−1

pu (G,H) is a SαOS in (X, τ,E) (by
assume). Since each SαOS is a SIntOS ([5], Corollary 3.17), we have f−1

pu (G,H)
is a SIntOS in (X, τ,E). Hence fpu is a SINTCONm.

Example 3.8. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E), (F2, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H)}, where
(F1, E) = {(l, {1}), (w, {1})},(F2, E) = {(l, {3, 5}), (w, {3, 5})} and (G1,H) =
{(l′, {2, 6}), (w′, {2, 6})}. Presently characterize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) →
SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E → H are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) =
w′, u(1) = 2, u(3) = 6, u(5) = 4. Obviously, fpu is not a SαCONm since (G1,H)
is SOS in (Y, ρ,H), but f−1

pu (G1,H) = {(l, u−1(G1(p(l)))), (w, u
−1(G1(p(w))))} =

{(l, u−1(G1(p(l
′)))), (w, u−1(G1(p(w

′))))} = {(l, u−1({2, 6})), (w, u−1({2, 6}))} =
{(l, {1, 3}), (w, {1, 3})}, which isn’t a SαOS in (X, τ,E).

Hence fpu is a SINTCONm.
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4. Soft topological ii-homeomorphisms

Definition 4.1. Consider fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be mapping from (X, τ,E)
into (Y, ρ,H) where u : X → Y , p : E → H are two mappings, then fpu is called
bijection mapping (BM) if it is:

1. Onto wherein fpu(XE) = YH .

2. One-to-one if (F1, E) ̸= (F2, E), then fpu(F1, E) ̸= fpu(F2, E), ∀(F1, E),
(F2, E) ∈ SS(XE) (see [13]).

Definition 4.2. Consider fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a BM from (X, τ,E)
into (Y, ρ,H) where u : X → Y , p : E → H are two mappings, then fpu is
called:

i) Soft topological homeomorphism (STh) if it is a SCONm and SOm (see
[13]).

ii) Soft topological semi-homeomorphism (STSh) if it is a SSCONm and

SSOm (see [13]).

iii) Soft topological α-homeomorphism (STαh) if it is a SαCONm and SαOm
(see [16]).

iv) Soft topological i-homeomorphism (STIh) if it is a SICONm and SIOm.

v) Soft topological inter-homeomorphism (STINTh) if it is a SINTCONm
and SIntOm.

vi) Soft topological ii-homeomorphism (STIIh) if it is a SIICONm and

SIIOm.

Theorem 4.1. Each STh is STIh.

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a STh. We have
fpu is a SCONm,SOm and a BM(by assume). By Theorem 3.1, we have that
fpu is a SICONm and Theorem 2.1 fpu is a SIOm. Hence, fpu is a STIh.

Example 4.1. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H)}, are STS over X
and Y in dividually where (F1, E) = {(l, {1, 3}), (w, {1, 3})} and (G1,H) =
{(l′, {2}), (w′, {2})}. Presently characterize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) →
SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E → H are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w)=w′,
u(1)=2, u(3)=6, u(5)=4.

SIOS(XE)={ϕE , XE , (F1, E), {(l, {1}), (w, {1})}, {(l, {3}), (w, {3})}, {(l, {1, 5}),
(w, {1, 5})}, {(l, {3, 5}), (w, {3, 5})}. SIOS(YH) = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H), {(l′, {2, 4}),
(w′, {2, 4})}, {(l′, {2, 6}), (w′, {2, 6})}}.

Apparently, fpu is not a SCONm since (G1,H) is SOS in (Y, ρ,H), but
f−1
pu (G1,H) = {(l, u−1(G1(p(l)))), (w, u

−1(G1(p(w))))} = {(l, u−1(G1(p(l
′)))),
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(w, u−1(G1(p(w
′))))} = {(l, u−1({2})), (w, u−1({2}))} = {(l, {1}), (w, {1})},

which isn’t a SOS in (X, τ,E). Hence fpu is a SICONm. fpu Isn’t a SOm
since (F1, E) is an SOS in (X, τ,E) but fpu(F1, E) = {(l′, {2, 6}), (w′, {2, 6})}
isn’t a SOS in (Y, ρ,H). fpu is a SIOm. Since fpu is BM . Hence, fpu is sTIh.

Theorem 4.2. Any STSh is STIh.

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a STSh. We have
fpu is a SSCONm,SSOm and a BM(by assume). By Theorem 3.2, we have
that fpu is a SICONm and by Theorem 2.2 fpu is a SIOm. Hence, fpu is a

STIh.

Example 4.2. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H)}, where (F1, E) =
{(l, {1}), (w, {1})} and (G1,H) = {(l′, {2, 4}), (w′, {2, 4})}. Presently character-
ize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E → H are
characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) = w′, u(1) = 2, u(3) = 6, u(5) = 4. Essentially
as in above example fpu is a SSCONm Definition 3.1 (iii). fpu is a SICONm
Definition 3.1 (iv) ,fpu isn’t a SSOm since (F1, E) is an SOS in (X, τ,E) but
fpu(F1, E) = {(l′, {2}), (w′, {2})} isn’t a SSOS in (Y, ρ,H). fpu is a SIOm
Definition 2.1 (vii) and since fpu is BM . Hence, fpu is sTIh but it isn’t a sTSh

Theorem 4.3. Each STαh is STIh.

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a STαh. We have
fpu is a SαCONm,SαOm and a BM(by assume). By Theorem 3.3, we have
that fpu is a SICONm and by Corollary 2.1 fpu is a SIOm. Hence, fpu is a

STIh.

In Example 4.2, we have fpu is a SαCONm Definition 3.1 (ii), fpu is

SICONm Definition 3.1(iv), but fpu isn’t a SαOm since (F1, E) is an SOS in
(X, τ,E) but fpu(F1, E) = {(l′, {2}), (w′, {2})} isn’t a SαOS in (Y, ρ,H). fpu is
a SIOm Definition 2.1 (vii) and since fpu is BM . Hence, fpu is sTIh but it isn’t
a sTαh

Theorem 4.4. Each STαh is STSh.

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a STαh. We have
fpu is a SαCONm,SαOm and a BM(by assume). By Theorem 3.4, we have
that fpu is a SSCONm and by Theorem 2.3 fpu is a SSOm. Hence, fpu is a

STSh (see [16]).

Example 4.3. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E), F2, E), F3, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H),
(G2,H), (G3,H), (G4,H)}, where (F1, E) = {(l, {1}), (w, {1})}, (F2, E) =
{(l, {3}), (w, {3})}, (F3, E) = {(l, {1, 3}), (w, {1, 3})}, (G1,H) = {(l′, {2}),
(w′, {2})},(G2,H) = {(l′, {6}), (w′, {6})}, (G3,H) = {(l′, {2, 6}),(w′, {2, 6})}
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and (G4,H) = {(l′, {4, 6}), (w′, {4, 6})}. Presently characterize the mapping
fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E → H are character-
ized by p(l) = l′, p(w) = w′, u(1) = 2, u(3) = 6, u(5) = 4. Obviously, fpu
is a SSCONm Definition 3.1(iii). fpu isn’t a SαCONm since (G4,H) is an

SOS in (Y, ρ,H) but f−1
pu (G4,H) = {(l, u−1(G4(p(l)))), (w, u

−1(G4(p(w))))} =
{(l, u−1(G4(p(l

′)))), (w, u−1(G4(p(w
′))))} = {(l, u−1({4, 6})), (w, u−1({4, 6}))} =

{(l, {3, 5}), (w, {3, 5})} isn’t a SαOS in (X, τ,E). fpu is a SSOm Definition 2.1
(iii) and fpu is a SαOm Definition 2.1 (v), since fpu is BM . Hence, fpu is sTSh
but it isn’t a sTαh

Theorem 4.5. Any STIIh is STIh and it is a STINTh

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a STIIh. We have
fpu is a SIICONm,SIIOm and a BM(by assume). By Theorem 3.5, we have
that fpu is a SICONm and SINTCONm by Theorem 2.4 fpu is a SIOm and

SIntOm. Hence, fpu is a STIh and it is a STINTh.

Example 4.4. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H)}, where (F1, E) =
{(l, {1, 3}), (w, {1, 3})}, and (G1,H) = {(l′, {2, 6}), (w′, {2, 6})}. Presently char-
acterize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E → H
are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) = w′, u(1) = 4, u(3) = 2, u(5) = 6.

Obviously, fpu is a SICONm Definition 3.1(iv). fpu isn’t a SIICONm since
(G1,H) is an SOS in (Y, ρ,H) but
f−1
pu (G1,H) = {(l, u−1(G1(p(l)))), (w, u

−1(G1(p(w))))} = {(l, u−1(G1(p(l
′)))),

(w, u−1(G1(p(w
′))))} = {(l, u−1({2, 6})), (w, u−1({2, 6}))} =

{(l, {3, 5}), (w, {3, 5})} isn’t a SIIOS in (X, τ,E). fpu is a SIOm Definition
2.1 (vii) and fpu is not a SIIOm, since (F1, E) is an SOS in (X, τ,E), also
fpu(F1, E) = {(l′, {2, 4}), (w′, {2, 4})} isn’t a SIIOS in (Y, ρ,H). fpu is BM .
Hence, fpu is sTIh but it isn’t a sTIIh

Example 4.5. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E), (F2, E), (F3, E)} and
ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H), (G2,H)}, where (F1, E) = {(l, {3}), (w, {3})},(F2, E) =
{(l, {1, 5}), (w, {1, 5})}, (F3, E) = {(l, {1, 3}), (w, {1, 3})},
(G1,H) = {(l′, {4}), (w′, {4})} and (G2,H) = {(l′, {2, 6}), (w′, {2, 6})}. Presently
characterize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E →
H are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) = w′, u(1) = 6, u(3) = 4, u(5) = 2.
Obviously,fpu is a SINTCONm Definition 3.1 (v). fpu is a SIICONm Defini-
tion 3.1 (vi). fpu is a SIntOm Definition 2.1 (ix) fpu isn’t a SIIOm since (F3, E)
is an SOS in (X, τ,E)fpu(F3, E) = {(l′, {4, 6}), (w′, {4, 6})} isn’t a SIIOS in
(Y, ρ,H). fpu is BM . Hence, fpu is sTINTh but it isn’t a sTIIh

Theorem 4.6. Any STSh is STIIh.

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a STSh. We have
fpu is a SSCONm,SSOm and a BM(by assume). By Theorem 3.5, we have
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that fpu is a SICONm and SINTCONm by Theorem 3.6 fpu is a SIICONm
and by Theorem 2.5 fpu is a SIIOm. Hence, fpu is a STIIh.

Theorem 4.7. Any STh is STIIh.

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a STh. We have
fpu is a SCONm,SOm and a BM(by assume). By Theorem 3.5, we have that
fpu is a SICONm and SINTCONm by Theorem 3.7 fpu is a SIICONm and
by Theorem 2.6 fpu is a SIIOm. Hence, fpu is a STIIh.

Example 4.6. Let X = {1, 3, 5}, Y = {2, 4, 6}, E = {l, w} and H = {l′, w′}.
Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E), (F2, E)} and ρ = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H), (G2,H)},
where (F1, E) = {(l, {3}), (w, {3})},(F2, E) = {(l, {3, 5}), (w, {3, 5})},(G1,H) =
{(l′, {2}), (w′, {2})} and (G2,H) = {(l′, {2, 6}), (w′, {2, 6})}. Presently charac-
terize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p : E →
H are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) = w′, u(1) = 6, u(3) = 2, u(5) = 4.

SOS(XE) = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E), (F2, E)},S OS(YH) = {ϕH , YH , (G1,H), (G2,H)}.
Apparently,fpu is a SIICONm Definition 3.1 (vi). fpu is a SIIOm Defini-
tion 2.1 (xi).fpu isn’t a SOm since (F2, E) is an SOS in (X, τ,E), fpu(F2, E) =
{(l′, {2, 4}), (w′, {2, 4})} isn’t a SOS in (Y, ρ,H). fpu is BM . Hence, fpu is

sTIIh but it isn’t a sTh

Theorem 4.8. Any STαh is STIIh.

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a STαh. We have
fpu is a SαCONm,SαOm and a BM(by assume). By Theorem 3.8, we have
that fpu is a SIICONm and by Theorem 2.7 fpu is a SIIOm. Hence, fpu is a

STIIh.

Example 4.7. Let X = {1, 3, 5, 7}, Y = {2, 4, 6, 8}, E = {l, w} and H =
{l′, w′}. Obviously τ = {ϕE , XE , (F1, E), (F2, E), (F3, E), (F4, E)} and ρ =
{ϕH , YH , (G1,H), (G2,H), (G3,H)}, where (F1, E) = {(l, {5}), (w, {5})},(F2, E)
= {(l, {3, 7}), (w, {3, 7})}, (F3, E) = {(l, {3, 5, 7}), (w, {3, 5, 7})}, (F4, E)
= {(l, {1, 3, 7}), (w, {1, 3, 7})}, (G1,H) = {(l′, {2}), (w′, {2})},(G2,H) =
{(l′, {6, 8}), (w′, {6, 8})} and (G3,H) = {(l′, {2, 6, 8}), (w′, {2, 6, 8})}. Presently
characterize the mapping fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) where u : X → Y , p :
E → H are characterized by p(l) = l′, p(w) = w′, u(1) = 4, u(3) = 6, u(5) = 2.
Obviously,fpu is a SIICONm Definition 3.1 (vi). fpu is a SIIOm Definition
2.1 (xi). fpu isn’t a SαOm since (F4, E) is an SOS in (X, τ,E), fpu(F4, E) =
{(l′, {4, 6, 8}), (w′, {4, 6, 8})} isn’t a SαOS in (Y, ρ,H). fpu is BM . Hence, fpu
is sTIIh but it isn’t a sTαh

Theorem 4.9. Any STαh is STINTh.

Proof. Assume that a function fpu : SS(XE) → SS(YH) be a STαh. We have
fpu is a SαCONm,SαOm and a BM(by assume). By Theorem 3.9, we have
that fpu is a SIICONm and by Corollary 2.2 fpu is a SIIOm. Hence, fpu is a

STIIh.
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In Example 4.7, we have fpu is a SINTCONm Definition 3.1 (v). fpu is
a SIntOm Definition 2.1 (ix). fpu isn’t a SαOm since (F4, E) is an SOS in
(X, τ,E), fpu(F4, E) = {(l′, {4, 6, 8}), (w′, {4, 6, 8})} isn’t a SαOS in (Y, ρ,H).
fpu is BM . Hence, fpu is sTINTh but it isn’t a sTαh

5. Conclusions

1. The relations among (SOm,S IOm,S INTOm,S IIOm,S αOm and SSOm)
depends on the relations among (SOS ,S IOS ,S INTOS ,S IIOS ,S αOS and SSOS).

2. The relations among
(SCONm,S ICONm,S INTCONm,S IICONm,S αCONm and SSCONm) de-
pends on the relations among (SOS ,S IOS ,S INTOS ,S IIOS ,S αOS and SSOS).

3. The relations among (STh,S TIh,S TINTh,S TIIh,S Tαh and STSh)
depends on the relations among (SOm,S IOm,S INTOm,S IIOm,S αOm and

SSOm) together with
(SCONm,S ICONm,S INTCONm,S IICONm,S αCONm and SSCONm and

SSCONm).
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